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Meta plan (sticky note brainstorm) 
 
 
Meta plans take brainstorming a step further, enabling ideas to be grouped and structured. 
 
Using meta-planning gives you the advantages of brainstorming (many and diverse ideas generated 
in a small space of time) without the main disadvantage (quieter people being shouted down).   
 
The steps: 
 
1. Decide a focus question. 
 
Decide a ‘focus question’. It must be an open question. You decide how open to make it (e.g. “what 
makes a really good breakfast” is less open than “what do you know about breakfast”).  
 
Be aware of your question closing off possibilities - “what would you eat at a really good breakfast?” 
doesn’t easily allow discussion of drinks, surroundings, company etc. 
 
 
2. Write the question up where everyone can see it. 
 
 
3. Provide sticky notes.  
 
In a face to face meeting, these could be sticky notes or other individual pieces of paper, and 
suitable pens. The pens should be big enough to produce writing that can be read at a distance. Biros 
and pencils will not do. Check beforehand that they will not smudge on the paper you are using - 
some sticky notes have a slightly shiny surface.  
 
If you’re using a virtual whiteboard, make sure everyone knows how to select, type onto and move 
the sticky notes.  
 
 
4. Tell people what you’d like them to do. 
 
It helps to have this written up. You might want to give guidance about how many responses you’d 
like from each person, and how long they have got.   

 
You should remind people to: 

• Use one sticky note per idea 

• Use 3 - 5 words per idea (using single words often means the idea is ambiguous to others, too 
many becomes unreadable and often means the author is putting too many ideas on a single 
sticky) 

 
If you’re ‘in the room’, ask people to  

• Write big 
• Not like this 
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On a virtual board, asking people to limit the number of words helps keep the text size even 
which helps legibility.  
 
 
5. Give them time to write their ideas on to the stickies. 
 
6. Post up and cluster the ideas. 
 
There are many ways of doing this ranging from a group free-for-all (where all the notes are stuck up 
and people move them around until some order emerges) to a very controlled process where the 
facilitator asks for the notes one at a time and gets everyone to agree where each one should go. 
 
In practice, it’s often a complex emergent process where the facilitator starts it off, steps back and 
then steps in again if needed. It’s useful to ask ‘are there any sticky notes which are identical to this 
one, or very closely related’. If there’s a disagreement about where the sticky should go, then the 
person who wrote it should be asked to say where they think it should go. 
 
If appropriate, the clusters may be moved to be in relationship to each other - chronological order, 
or cause and effect, or some according to some other logic.  
 
If you’re ‘in the room’, have some warmed up blu-tack or masking tape handy, in case the stickies 
are not sticky enough, or have been written ‘upside down’.  
 
7. Name the clusters. 
 
This important step is about discovering and agreeing the 
‘essence’ of each cluster - what is it about all of those ideas, 
that links them together?  When the name is agreed, it can 
be written on the paper or whiteboard that the stickies 
have been stuck onto, or on a new sticky stuck by the 
cluster. If you write the name on a sticky note, use a 
different colour or frame it to make it stand out. 
 
8. Optional prioritisation. 
 
If appropriate to the discussion, the named clusters can be 
assigned priority by the group.   
 
 
9. What if literacy or tech is an issue?  
 
If some participants are not comfortable writing in the main 
language of the meeting, or can’t use the tech, suggest 
people work in pairs or get someone from the hosting team 
to help out.  

 
 


